User Registration

Fax 08 8150 9399, Email support@micrometonline.com

Personal Details
Company / Organisation * :
First / Given Name * :
Family / Surname * :
Postal Address :
Post Code
(Please include area code )
(If different to daytime contact number)

Daytime Contact Number * :
Mobile Phone Number :
Fax Number :
Email Address :

How would you like to receive updates about Micromet Online or Telecommand ?
 Email
 Regular mail
 Fax (tick one only please)

User Identification
Preferred User Name * :
Alternate User Name * :

(Min 6, Max 15 alpahanumeric or punctuation)
(in case preferred is not available )

Each user name must be unique so someone else may have already chosen your preferred user name. Keep it clean and non sexist. non
racist etc please.

Selected Services
Tick the desired services, and fill in the details for each selection:
 Micromet Online ( Manage Micromet on the internet using your web browser)
(Min 6, Max 15 alpahanumeric or punctuation)

Preferred Password * ± :

Your password protects your data from unauthorized use by other persons. It is important that your password be complex enough to
avoid other people guessing it. Try to include punctuation, numbers and capitalization. Parts of your name, user name, birth dates or
simple words may not be acceptable.

 Telecommand ( Control Micromet using a telephone )
Nominated Phone number * :
PIN Number * :

(Include area code )
(Min 4, Max 6 numeric digits)

The Telecommand nominated phone may be either land or mobile, but must have a caller ID transmission enabled. Each user must
have a unique nominated phone number. Telecommand will only answer nominated caller Ids.
Your PIN protects your data from unauthorized use by other persons. It is important that your password be complex enough to
avoid other people guessing it. Simple codes such as 12345 or 0000 may not be acceptable to protect your data.
Office use only

* Required field
± Case Sensitive field
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Micromet Pty. Ltd. ABN 73 074 175 401
27 Queen Street, Thebarton, South Australia 5031,
Postal: PO Box 542, Hindmarsh SA 5007
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